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Move Beyond the Mind to Heal
Remove Subconscious Stress
Access and Develop Sensory
Resonance
Achieve Brain Balance & Vital
Force Enhancement

with Dr. Sue Morter

A powerful new synthesis of
Ancient Wisdom and Energy Medicine.
The teachings and techniques of the Energy Codes reveal and
unlock your capacity to move beyond “healing what is broken,” or
“releasing what is no longer wanted” to a new perspective that
transforms everything in your life into undeniable evidence that you
are a profoundly powerful creator. Based in Quantum and Physical
Science and woven with contemporary thought, this work makes
sense of the formerly mysterious and often illusive applications into
everyday life, and the benefits of our cutting edge discoveries in
health and science today.
Principles & Practices for Embodying Your Ideal Life

Practical Tools for Navigating in the “Real World”
•Simple Breathing Techniques to Connect to your Core Energy
•Helpful, Energizing Visualizations for Inspired Daily Living
•Easy & Vitalizing Movement Practices to Invigorate You
•Solid Skills for Harnessing Your Unique Potential

“Stop trying to heal. Stop trying to ‘Figure it out.’ If
you haven’t been able to, there is a reason. Perhaps it is
not your mind that is supposed to reveal the answer.
There is nothing broken; there is nothing missing. And
yet, there is something more. Discover your
subconscious capacity with The Energy Codes.”
–Dr. Sue

™
Engaging The Energy Codes...

THE ENERGY CODES INTRO KIT:

A Special Bundle of CDs & DVDs
featuring introductory teachings, techniques &
meditations.

THE ENERGY CODES OF MANIFESTING:
1-Day Live Intro Workshop Event

You’re already creating your life experience. Learn
how to create one you love! Manifesting is not about
“getting.” It is about revealing your magnificence and
Creating your Life. Learn to create from the
Quantum Level by using the body’s energy fields like
never before.

THE ENERGY CODES LEVEL III:
The Indy Retreat
With participants at this level being well versed in the
concepts of the Quantum energy field and their
application, we deepen further. A favorite event in the
process of mastering the Life experience through The
Energy Codes™ program, the Advanced Indy Retreat
encourages the learning and awakening to continue to
deepen in the comfortable beauty of Dr. Sue’s home,
which creates a natural environment and “Sacred
Space” for meditation and rejuvenation. Nature plays
a large role in the practical application and further
embodiment of the work, with class time outside
surrounded by the trees, lakes, and wildlife.

THE ENERGY CODES LEVEL I:

Live 2-Day Event with optional full day Friday
workshop included)
This weekend experience guides you toward seeing
the symbolism in your history, alternative ways of
viewing your “story”, and determining what
vibrational medicine is and how to use it every day to
dissolve conflict, stress and the need to ‘control’ life.
Using vibrational feedback from the physical body,
Dr. Sue sheds light on limiting beliefs, thoughts and
emotions that have unconsciously jaded our
experience of full potential and creativity.

THE ENERGY CODES LEVEL II:

The Beach Retreat in Cancun, Mexico
This four-day event on the beautiful shores of Cancun
allows for deeper exposure to the embodiment and
mastery of how to shape shift the energy in life rather
than continuing to have to ‘muscle’ our way through
by attempting to change circumstances. Reality lies in
the subtle energy fields of the physical world long
before it manifests in the obvious. Manifesting
happens as a by-product of internal transformation.
Body Awake™ techniques are incorporated to further
develop the your ability to create an authentic
experience of choice.

THE ENERGY CODES LEVEL IV:

Guided, 1Year Long Practice TeleCourse and
Retreat
An ongoing year-long study in the practical application
of Dr. Sue’s teachings and the awakening process of
Energy Man. Integrate concepts from Ancient
Wisdom, Quantum Science, and the Living Matrix for
physical healing, mental and emotional alignment and
spiritual awakening. This program is designed for
further study of the Energy Man concepts and
direction on becoming a clear and open channel of
inspiration and communication for others. Includes
Dr. Sue’s Monthly Message MP3, an interactive online
forum, a monthly live teleclass, and an annual live
weekend event open to Energy Codes™ Study
Program participants only.

THE ENERGY CODES CERTIFICATION
PROGRAM:

Practitioner Training
A 16-month advanced-level curriculum for the
student interested in incorporating the Energy
Codes™ more deeply into their lives on both personal
and professional levels.
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